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the video for MORE of the story.66th Canadian Parliament The 66th
Canadian Parliament was in session from February 19, 2008, until

August 15, 2009. The membership was set by the 2007 federal election
on January 23, 2008, but as of January 23, 2008, no party had yet won
official party status for that election. Prime Minister Stephen Harper led
the Conservative Party of Canada to a majority victory on January 23,
2008. The official Opposition was the Liberal Party of Canada led by

Stéphane Dion, and the Official Opposition was the Bloc Québécois led
by Gilles Duceppe. A Liberal-NDP coalition led by Dalton McGuinty and
Alexa McDonough was also in official opposition, although the NDP had

not yet won official party status and the coalition was a temporary
government. By the end of 2008, the Conservatives were joined by
twelve Independent Progressive MPs. Three of these MPs, Thomas
Mulcair, Raymonde Folco and Mauril Belanger, were sworn in as

Liberals, with all three now sitting in the Liberal caucus. In May 2008,
elections were held for the House of Commons of Canada, resulting in
the first-ever hung Parliament in Canada. The Conservatives continued

to have a majority. The Conservatives swept all the major party
political nominations in the 2009 federal election. They formed a

minority government with Justin Trudeau as the leader of the Liberal
Party. In response, Trudeau and his party were reduced to Official
Opposition status and expelled from the caucus of the House of
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Commons of Canada. This is Trudeau's first defeat in a major party
nomination race and it came in his own riding. It is the second-ever

defeat for a federal party since the Parliament of Canada was formed
in 1867 and the first time since 1929 that the government has been

led by the largest party but not the largest party itself
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